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DAV-H-500 
Date: June 10th, 2019  

 
H-500 

Three-piece ball valve 
SUMMARY 
 
The H-500 Series is a moderate-pressure instrumentation Ball Valves for general 
service. This series features large ports for high flow, tight shutoff, long-service life 
and low operating torque. 
 
Features & Benefits  
 

✓ Fugitive Emissions certified - ISO 15848-1:2006(E) 
✓ MAWP 3000 psi (206 bar), 2000 psi (137 bar) for “-FP” option 
✓ MAWT 450°F (232°C) 
✓ Blow-out proof stem with Belleville washer design for long life stem sealing 
✓ Manual, Pneumatic and electric Operation with integral locking device 
✓ Pneumatic and electric actuator as operation 
✓ Available with Silicone Free, O2 cleaning, Lubricant Free configurations  

 
 

Differentiation Advantage Value 
 
50mm Let-Lok© end connection 
D: Ham-Let H-500 series offering Metric Let-Lok© up to 50mm.  
A: Most of our competitors are not offering Metric compression fittings above 25mm. 

V: Reduce the customer need for additional adaptors, prevent potential leakage 
areas. 
 
Full Bore  
D: Ham-Let H-500 series designed as default full bore with threaded ends for sizes 1-
1/4”, 1-1/2” and 2”. competing products are featuring reduced bore. 
A: The H-500 full-bore series assuming the bore has no restriction in the piping. Thus, 
if a full-port ball valve is fully open there will not be any restrictions in the pipe. 
Standard (reduced) port valve can cause a restriction of flow, which can cause 
cavitation and loss of pressure.  
V: It is common practice at the oil and gas industry to perform the piping and valves 
cleaning by pushing a cleaning object through the system. A full-ported valve is critical 
for this type of practice, allowing smooth passage of this object through the system.  
 

 
 
 
 
 Full Bore Reduce Bore 
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Locking device as a default feature  
D: The H-500 series has a built-in locking handle, while other manufacturers' products 
are offering locking brackets for enabling handle locking.  
A: Default locking can be applied easily and enhance process safety,  
without special measures and installations to be taken  
V: The Simple and compact design enables quick and safe operational utilities  
and use, which reduces the total cost of ownership over the product life cycle. 
 
Flexibility 
D: The design of H-500 series (three pieces: body and two connections), enables 
utilization of a wide variety of end connections.  
A: Thanks to H-500 flexible design, the customer can select a valve that will perfectly 
suit its application. H-500 series have a wide range of seats (PTFE, Modified PTFE, St.St 
Filled PTFE, PEEK and UHMWPE) and ends connections: Let-Lok©, M/FNPT, ISO 
parallel, ISO Tapered, Metal Gasket Face seal, One-Lok© Tube Fittings, Welded end 
connection, etc.  while competitors end-connections types are rather limited.   
For example: the customer requests inlet connection of male ISO parallel and outlet 
connection of Metal Gasket Face seal. While other manufactures shall require a high 
price for this type of valve, Ham-Let’s assembly department will simply fit and 
assemble the requested connections as default. 

 
V: Short delivery time, Reduced service cost. 

 
Fugitive Emissions – ISO15848-1:2006(E) 
D: The H-500 series is certified to ISO 15848 standard, 
“Industrial valves Measurement, test and qualification procedure 
for fugitive emissions”, enabling the safest use for toxic and pyrophoric medias. 
competing product are not certified as default, and usually defined as a custom 
requirement which will result in a higher price. 
A: Most of our competitors are not certified for fugitive emissions standard. 
 End users and EPC companies will not list a product on their specification  
without this standard in relevant applications.  
V: Low life cycle cost, Reduced environment pollution fines  
thanks to its minimal leakage to the atmosphere.  
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Optional Actuation  

D: Integral ISO interface for actuator mounting as a part of the valve body  
A: Designed and ready for actuated version, easy mounting 
V: Compact and cost-effective design for actuated versions 
 
 
 
 
 


